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We observed simultaneously two types of Raman spectra in
a GaAs/AlGaAs superlatt~~~~$r
high magnetio field: a
folded longitudinal
phonon,
IFA,
and
a
structureless background, IB. The temperature dependence of
the intensities in both spectra was studied in the range
2-IOOK and it was established that the background spectrum
is due to the first-order Raman scattering from acoustic
phonons with a wide range of wave vectors.
We obtained the expression for the intensities ratio
'B'IFA. It depends on the relationship between the
homogeneous and the inhomogeneous broadening of the
intermediate state of the photoexcited e-h pair. A rapid
‘decrease
of IB observed at T>3OK is thought to be due to
the increase of the homogeneous width with temperature.

l.Introduotion
with
emission
._a
.
_
spectrum close to tne
excitation line has been reported
.previously in MQW struotures under
strong magnetio fields'. Its intensity
inoreased with the magnetio field, B,
and oscillations of the intensity vs. B
have been observed under some oonditions
of the excitation. This emission was
interpreted as eminate recombination
of photoexoited ef;
eotron-hole nairs and
the-width of the spectrum was a-ttributed
to the scattering of the pairs by
aooustic phonons.
A gigantic enhanoement of Raman
scatter' from the longitudinal folded
FA) phonons has been observed
acoustic
lngi
zA,t2A sup~d~ttice
~,b~Gtif3/AlG~+~
a
magnetic
field2.
The already mentioned struotureless
spectrum of geminate reoombination was
also present as a baokground along with
the narrow Raman lines of the first
folded acoustic doublet (17.5-20.8)cm-'.
At helium temperatures the intensity of
the background at the Raman shift of the
FA mode was twice as much as the
latter's, peak intensity.
.

Secondary
.
_

structureless
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The oscillations of the intensities
of the FA-phonon and the background
speotrum vs. magnetic field had maxima
at the same values of the field, this
being ah evidenoe thah;zth ;iEotra of
same
scattering
intermediate state. Let us note that the
baokground spectrum can be treated as
geminate reoombination or, if we adopt
as a spectrum of
another language,
Raman scattering from aooustic phonons
with the geminate pairs (or magnetio
excitons) being intermediate states in
the Raman prooess.
In order to further investigate the
nature of the background spectrum we
studied its temperature dependence and
compared it with that of the FA-phonon
in the same sample. It was found that at
T<3OK both sbeotra have the same
whioh
iS
dependenoe
temperature
determined by the Bose faotor n+l, were
c1 is the phonon
n=(exp(M/kT-I )-I
freauenos. It me&
that the baokground
spectrum-is also governed by the-first
order ‘Raman scattering process, as the
spectrum of the FA-phonon does: This
result agrees with the conolusion made
in Ref.3 from the comnarison of the
oaioulated Raman
experimental and
spectra.
Note, that a broad structureless
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Raman spectrum in whioh different
phonons of the acoustia branoh are
partioipating is natural for a s
quantum well, beoause in this case
9 i:
wave veotor of aooustio phonons, qz, is
&served to an aoouraoy of 7G/Lw,where
Lw is the quantum well width.
However, in the oase of a SL suoh
speotrum is changed into that of the
folded Dhonons due to the interferenoe
of the- contributions from different
wells.
Simultaneous presenoe
of
both
speotra in a SL was explained yheref.3
the
imperfeotions of
SL
by
struoture, namely minor differences in
the well widths and oonsequently in
their energy levels. Under the oondition
of highly resonant excitation this boils
down -to
the selective probing of
individual wells
leading
to
the
speotrum
appearanoe of
the broa
oharacteristicto a single well.
In the present work it was found
that at Tc>3OK the intensity of the
baokground speotrum be ins to deorease
ranidlv. whereas the & tensity of the
PA-phonon keeps growing. It was shown
theoretioally that the ratio of the
intensities of both speotra is governed
by a relationship between homof;ne;E
and inhomogeneous broadening
intermediatestate in the Raman process.
It follows from the experimental data
that the homogeneous broadening grows
with temperature.
2.ExperimentalResults
The temperature dependence of ;;z
Raman speotra was measured in
temperature range between 2 and IbOK
from a SL GaAs/Al,Ga,_$ls, 46A/aA,
own by MBE method. It was the
x=0.3
same s$ruoture. whioh has been used in
Ref.2.Raman speotra were measured with
double- ating speotrometer DFS-24 in
backsoa$ tering Faraday
magnetic fields up to 7.5T.g~~~~~otr%
slit width was set .at 1.5.om-'. The
sample was .exoited by+ the 75256
(1.647eV)
line
of a Kr
laser. The
inoident power density did not exoeed
5W/om2. Rsman speotra were reoorded in
the oiroular (a-a_) polarization.
The peak of the exoiton luminesoenoe
at. T=2K was at 1.615eV and its halfwidth
under the lowest _ power density was
1.7meV. The energy of the exoiting light
was a little higher than the ener
transf tion
Of
eleotron-heavy hole
the
(le-lhh). The initial energy of the
photoexoited eleotron was about 17-20meV
at T=2K and B=O. i.e. it was smaller
than the longitudinal optical phonon
energy (36.6meV).
T=96K are
Raman speotra at T=2K
intensity
the
shown
“ifi”-‘Ref.2,
Asin
osoillations of the background speotrum
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Fig..l*Ramanspeotra at T=2K (B=5.2T) and
T=96K (B=7.5T).
Note the deorease of the baokground
intensity with temperature.
as well as of the FA-phonon vs. magnetic
,Fig.2. The
were
obaerved
field
osoillations are due to the resonapoes
transitions between the
with
the
eleotron and heavy hole Landau levels.
Eaoh resonanoe oonsisted of one peak.
The resonanoe at the highest field was
oonneoted with the n=l Landau levels.
The halfwidth of this resonanoe at T=3OK
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Fi .2.Ma etio osoillations of the
tofal ingnsity at the Raman shift
of the FA_, mode at T=3OK.
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electron-hole
pairs
in
the
excited
different
wells
of
the SL structure.
Tunneling
between
different
wellB
is
negleoted
here.
The transition
matrix
element
for
Raman SOatteriIIg
iB given
by the 8um
over
the
intermediate
states
of
the
electron-hole
pair.
If the energy of the
exoiting
photon,
FwexO, is fixed,
the
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resonanoes
in
the
field
dependenoe
of the Boatt?&t%tensity
exist,
whioh oorrespond
to eaoh of, the
intermediate
state,
where the eleotron
and the hole
oooupy
the given
Landau
1evelB.
The expression
for the term A(,
whioh
oorresponds
to
a
part ioular
resonanoe
(in the StOkeB region)
has the
form
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Fig.3.Temperature
dependence
reduced
intensity
(I divided
Bose factor)
of the background
(1 ) and the FA-phonon
(2) at
Raman shift
of the FA_, mode.

of
by

the
the

the

was AB=l .OTesla,
which
corresponds
to
3meV.
When the temperature
inoreases
the
magnetic
field - positions
of
the
osoillation
maxima are shiftine
due to
the temperature
dependence
ofa?
band
energy.
Therefore
eaoh
ap
? empera tur’e
the
Raman speo tra
were
reoorded
under
oorrespondina
resonanoe
magnetio
fields,
i.e. -the
f’ields
whioh
oorresponded
to the maximal intensity
at
the
FA-phonon
frequenoy.
that in Fig.1
the baokground
Note,
intensitV
at T=2K’ is twice
that of the
PA-phonon
peak,
whereas
at T=96K the
background intensity
is one third of the
phonon
peak.
The
intensities
were
oompared at the same Raman shift.
-The
temperature
dependence
of
the
reduced intensity
(the inteneity
divided
by the Bose factor,
n+l ) is shown in
Fig.3 for the baokground speotrum (ourve
1) and the FA-Dhonon (ourve 2). At T<3OK
the reduced in%ensities
do not depend on
temperature.
This
signifies
that
the
bat
ound speotrum is also caused by a
f irBk7r-order
Raman Boattering
prooess,
as
the spectrum of the FA-phonon does.
In
the region
T>3OK the reduoed
intensity
of
the
baokground
starts
deoreasing
Whereas that of the PA-phonon
rapidly,
deoreases
Only slightly.
3. Theory
the
Raman
Let
u8
oaloulate
intensity
asBum%
that both the peaks
the
related
to
the
FA-phonons
and
Bpeotrum
are
due
to
the
bao
ound
aooustio
firs k?r-order
soat terhg
by
phonons with wave veotors
parallel
to
the
SL growth
axis.
The bao
(Bpeotrum of
“geminate
reoombina k$”io$?
arises
due to the spread in
energies
of

F(nq)
A(= (NL),,2

,
~1

M(Bm)exp[imL(q-2k)
(1 1

where

In
(1)
summation
is
performed
over
individual
welle
of the MQW struoture,
whioh are labeled
by the numbers m, q is
the phonon wave number ( the wave veotor
is direoted
alo
the growth axis of the
struoture ) , k “fl B the wave VeOtOr Of
light,
nq is the phonon frequenoy,
h=(otL/eB)“2
is
L is the period
faotor

the
of

F(fiq)/(NL)“2

magnetio
length,
the struoture,
depends

on

the
the

-p;z;;;tfrequenoy
yteinoludes
the matrix
electron-phonon
of
interaction
as
well
as
the
matrix
elements of interaotion
with the fields
of the exoiting
and the Boattered
waves
for
a single
quantum well,
N is
the
number of wells.
oorreepondB
t0
the
Equation
(1)
baok-Boattering
Faraday
Configuration.
The exponential
faotor
arises
due to the
phase
differenoe
between
the
matrix
elemente
scattering
from
differen~w%$.%?~q.
(1)
= exo-(G+BB)
(2)
9
where Em+FB is the energy
of the e-h
intermediate
state
pair
in
the
oorresponding
to the given resonance
in
a well
m
BB is the magnetic
field
dependent
$??4,of
this
energy.
A”,:;;
one
may
resonanoe
m ,
so
Em=P(B,-B ) , where Bm is the _ resonanoe
field
for the m-th well.
In thiB way we
aooount
for the differenoe
between the
difference
Just
this
dif f erenoe
background
width I? is

the
(3auBe
of
the
is
speotrum.
If the homogeneous
small,
even a small shift
of
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the re8onance will lead to a large
change of the M(&m) value in Eq.(l) and
oonsequently destroy the ooherenoe of
the waves soattered from different
wells.
The soattered intensity over a unit
frequenoy interval is proportional to an
expression
9 0:
z

I&l2 6(n-nq)[l+n(n)l

(3)

where n is the Stokes shift.
If N (the number of wells in the
struoture) is suffioientlygreat and the
energies Em are randomly distributed
between the wells with a probability
wqm 9 it can be shown that
=%+%A
where 93'
the
intensity of
background spectr%un,is given by

the

%

a A(<lM12>-j<M>j2)&
(4)
n
and QyA is the sum of narrow peaks,
which correspond to the scattering from
the folded acoustic phonons with the
wave
vectors
qn=(2ML)+2k,
n=O,fl,f2,... and is given by
‘no+l

AJ<M>126(n-n )
qn
In the Eq.(4) and Eq. (5)
designationsare made

(5)

the following
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Pig.4.Intensitiesratio IB/IF vs. T/r
oaloulated according to Eqs.(6) with the
parametersi
=3.2meV, Ca=2.lmeV,Anfi=O.O9_,
p=3meV/T.
s
field
dkEende%:itof ?~~oli?%?%
and IFA
(dashed ourve) for r/7=0.05 and 0.3.

there is a strong dependenoe of the
intensity, IB, on the relationship
between
the
homogeneous
and
inhomogeneous broadening, as follows
also from physioal oonsiderations. If
the homogeneous width is muoh smaller
than the inhomogeneousone, IB>IFA. When
the homo eneous width inoreases the
value of fhe ratio 1,/I,, ohanges for an
inverse
one. .- .._-..-. .-_....

where S is the sound velocity, and < >
means the averaging over the energies E
with a probability W(Em-E).
Let
us
note,
that
Em-!&&Em
according to Eq.(2), E=P(B-B), B is the
field, whioh corresponds to the averaged
position of the incoming resonance.
If the monochromator is set at the
frequency of the FA-phonon and the width
of the peak is defined by the,speotral
slit width (i.e.the whole intensity of
the peak is detected) the measured
intensity will be given by:

0.3
r/Y

._.-.I_

-

-

--

Pig.4 presents reeults of numerioal
oalculation of the ratio IB/IpA vs. r/r,
where 7 is the inhomogeneous width. We

I=IBtIpA
IB

no-t;7a

A(<lM12>-l<M>12)
$-;
(6)
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where .~.nis the spectral slit width of
the monoohromator.
The analysis of Eq.(6) shows that

Fig.5. Temperature dependence of F/r
for y=3.2meV and n=2.lmeV.
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have
assumed
a Gaussian
profile
for
W(E-&) with a halfwidth
ecual to ‘Y.
The calculation
was performehw;f;;
the
‘following
experimental
correspond
to
7=3.2meV,
fi=2 .lmeV,
situation:
P=3meV/T, and hn/G=O. 09.
In the inset
to Fig.4
field
dependencies
of IB

the magnetic
and IFA are

which have been calculated
for
shown,
two values of r/r.
At F/7=0.05
the ratio
to the one measured
I,&
A oorresponds
a? Tf;K and at P/7=0.3
to T=85K.
Let us note
that the incoming
and
outgoing
resonances
were not resolved
in
calculated
I
vs.magnetic
field
the
dependence
for 7=3.2meV, az can be seen
from
the
inset
to Fig.4.
Only one
observed
in
the
resonant
peak
was
experiment
too.
the calculated
dependence
Compar ’
IB/IFA vs. “$I’ 7 with the measured one vs.
could
evaluate
the
temperature
we
temperature
dependence
of the r/r.
The
data obtained
in this way are shown in
The solid
Curve in Fig.5
is the
Fig.5.
least
square fit to the equation
r/r=A+Cexp

(-A/kT)

where A=0.05,
C=2.4
and A=17meV.
One can see that the decrease
of the
background
intensity
with
respeot
to
by the
temperature
may be explained
increase
of the homogeneous width, r, of
intermediate
level
of
the
the
eleotron-hole
pair.
Elucidation
of
the
process
responsible
for this
Eiyhdening
of the
intermediate
state
temperature
needs further
investigation.
Let us note
that the inhomogeneous
which causes
the appearance
of
width,
the baa
ound spectrum,
may be due not
onlv to kYhe interwell
width fluotuations
but
also
to
the
width
fluctuations
within
each individual
well
(intrawell
the
case
fluctuations).
In
latter
acoustio
phonons with the nonzero
qx,qy

components
scattering
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can
process.

participate

in

the

4. Conclusion
two
In summary, we have observed
types of Raman soattering
spectra
in a
superlattioe
GaAs/AlGaAs
under
hi&
magnetic
fields:
the spectrum
due fo
longitudinal
folded
aooustio
DhOnOIIS and
a f?truotureless
‘background
&d studied
the
temperature
dependenoe
of
the
intensity
of both speotra.
From the temperature
dependencies
a
oonolusion
was drawn that the baokground
speotrum,
IB, is due to the first-order
Raman scattering
from acoustic
phonons.
A strong. decrease
of intensity
of
the background
spectrum vs. temperature
was observed
for T>3OK and explained
as
due to the inorease
of the homogeneous
width with temperature.
A theoretical
expression
for IB/IFA
funotion
of
the
relationship
Z twten
the
homogeneous
and
the
inhomogeneous
broadening
of
the
intermediate
state
of
the
excited
electron-hole
pair was obtained.
Along
with the measured temperature
dependence
the
of IB/IFA it allowed us to elucidate
temperature
homogeneous

dependence
width.
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